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After days of struggling to break the $41K-$40K resistance, BTC is now experiencing a massive inflow of long positions. Currently, bulls seem to
be in total control. Technical indicators in the daily and weekly timeframe are now signalling a substantial reversal. Traders are closely
monitoring the $45K level as any breakout from there will push the digital giant back to the $55-$50 mark. BTCUSD has added 14% in the last
48 hours.  At the time of this report, the asset is trading at $44,165 with a 24-hour trading volume of $29,867,703,890. 
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Ethereum appears to have entered another bullish phase fuelled by Bitcoin's last breakout move to the upside. ETHUSD officially created a double-
bottom on the daily timeframe and now the price is moving toward the next resistance at $3400-$3200. On the weekly timeframe, Ether's technical
outlook also looks skewed to the upside owing to a bullish "Engulfing" weekly candle. Traders are carefully following the same level as a bullish thesis
will be validated if the $3400 resistance turns into support.  On the other hand, if the price is rejected at the resistance, ETHUSD could create the third
bottom and possibly break the ascending support highlighted in blue on the weekly timeframe. 
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Traders are keeping an eye on Binance Coin as technical formations are signalling a shift in momentum. On the weekly timeframe, BNBUSD
has printed a double-bottom, which typically appears at the end of a downtrend as bears were unable to push the price to a newer low. With
the selling sentiment becoming exhausted, it is projected a sharp upside retracement back to the first resistance at $435. If BNB breaks the
$435 resistance, the price of the asset may rise by over 15% and 20% in the coming weeks as the cryptocurrency has been way too long on
oversold levels with strong fundamentals behind. 

Binance Coin (BNB)
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XRP has remained in consolidation on the weekly timeframe with the price oscillating between $0.88 and $0.58. With the SEC conflict
almost resolved and investors starting to look beyond the scope of Russia and Ukraine, there is a high probability of a bullish breakout
for XRPUSD. The bullish thesis will be validated if XRP closes above $0.90-$1.0.  This scenario will put XRP on track to toward the $1.50
mark as minimum with a possibility of continuing the bullish move toward $1.90. 
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Terra's native token, LUNA, emerged as
one of the best performing financial assets
in February, a month full of financial
distress due to geopolitical conflicts.
LUNA's $60 resistance was impulsively
broken to the upside on the weekly
timeframe and now the price is near all-
time highs all again. The reason for this
rally goes beyond technical patterns, as
$2.57B in LUNA tokens were removed
from the supply. 

Terra's price gained over 93% in February
only, with the asset breaking consecutive
resistance areas. 

The price is currently 8% away from ATHs,
if LUNA can break through this level, the
digital asset will again set new historical
highs. 
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Solana's price has remained fairly dormant compared with several price surges exhibited by several altcoins. At the time of this analysis, SOL seems
to be struggling to break the $110 resistance. After executing an impressive bounce and printing an Engulfing bullish candle on the weekly timeframe,
Solana's bulls are targeting the $150 liquidity area. A breakout of the $110 level could trigger a 50% ascent. A minor retracement to $90-$85 is also
likely before SOL rallies back to the $150 region. 

Solana (SOL)
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Cardano's momentum is building for a bullish breakout toward $1.50. ADAUSD has printed its first concrete rejection around the $0.90 level, with a
"Doji" candle right at a critical demand zone. Traders are now starting to identify buy opportunities before the altcoin starts its bullish rally over the
$1 region. The upside movement is imminent due to the dormant nature of this asset for months. Bulls may need an extra weekly bullish candle in
order to regain confidence in this pair and increase their long positions. 

Cardano (ADA)
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AVAX climbed over the $80 level this week as bulls returned in full force, following weeks of market tension. There is a clear renewed interest on the
weekly timeframe, with a key ascending trendline as the main catalyst for a rally. If this ascending trendline highlighted in blue is respected, AVAX's
future ROI could be over 70%. The $120 and the $160 are the next key levels challenging the asset. Once AVAXUSD breaks the $100 obstacle, bulls will
be focusing on ATHs once again. Failing to break the $100 resistance will increase downside pressure and keep the asset in a consolidation phase. 

Avalanche (AVAX)
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